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Itʼs 
Springtime!
By Jasmyn Harris 
 
Sunny days 
Rainy days
It makes everything grow
Nice flowers bloom
Going to clean my room
Time for the gloom to go
Itʼs Springtime! 
Maybe we should go out and play
Especially today!
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Martin Luther 
King Jr.       
       
By Ellie and Melinda
        
                                                                                                        
    Martin Luther King Jr. was born in Atlanta, Georgia 
in January 15th ,1929 and was an African American 
leader.His real name was Michael Luther King, Jr.  He 
was named after his father.
        He led a march for freedom.He was arrested 30 
times because some people didnʼt like him,they wanted 
segregation.He married Coretta Scott on June 
18,1953.Martin Luther King had four children and their 
names were Dexter Scott King,Yolanda King,Martin 
Luther King lll,and Bernice King.He won the Nobel 
Peace Prize on October 14,1964.

Did You Know...

WORLD RECORDS!    
By Amy X

" If your interested in world records, then you can start reading this 
article right now! As soon as you finish reading this sentence, you will get to 
read a couple of world records.
     Happie, a goat from Florida, got the record for the farthest distance 
skateboarded by a goat. He skateboarded 118 ft. in 25 seconds! 
     Julia Plecher of Berlin, Germany ran the fastest 100m run in high-heels, at 
14.531 seconds. That was just 5 seconds off Usain Bolt’s 100m world record 
run. Pretty impressive, considering that she didn’t fall!
    Knee Hi is really tiny! At 25.29 iches., he set the record for the shortest 
donkey in the world. Funny thing is that it isn’t too surprising. Knee Hi’s mom 
measure 27.5 in., and his dad, the giant of the family, is only 29 in.! you can 
really say that KneeHi is really knee high! 
 This car is really decorated! Victoria Hyundai from  Canada successfully 
stuck just over 15,000 stickers on a Hyundai Santa Fe. 



by Alex VanLaven

" The World Wildlife Fund helps the 
environment and helps endangered species from 
becoming extinct. Some animals, such as tigers, 
lions, elephants, and rhinos are endangered. 
There are many reasons that animals become 
endangered. Habitat loss, poaching, polluting, 
and more. Most of these reasons are because of 
humans. For example, many people go out and 
kill elephants because their tusks make ivory. 
This kind of poaching is now illegal, but many 
people still do it. 
 You can help prevent these kinds of things 
by helping the WWF. You can become a member, 
and you can also donate. When you donate, you 
can adopt an endangered animal. The WWF 
helped bring back the Amur tiger and Africa’s 
black rhinos from the edge of extinction. They 
create solutions to help endangered animals from 
becoming extinct. Many people in the world don’t 
realize how important it is to protect the 
environment. Our lives depend on the life of our 
planet, and WWF works to protect it.

ALL  ABOUT SOME 
FRUITS!!!!
By Hailey Delp & Jasmyn Harris

We are going to tell you 
about all different fruits 
around the world!
Are first fruit is an Acerola and is a West Indian 
Cherry.Botanist believe this fruit tree originated in 

Mexico’s Yucatan Peninsula. 
Acerola cherries can be found in 
all of Central America, throughout 
the Caribbean, and parts of South 
America and Southeast Asia. The 

second fruit is an  Apple. There are 
different kinds of apples and here 
are 2: Honey Crisp and Fuji. The 
Fuji apple is an apple hybrid 
developed by growers at the 
Tohoku Reserch Station in 

Fujisaki, Aomori, 
Japan, in the 
late 1930s,and brought to market 
in 1962. Are third fruit is Apricot. 
An apricot can be dried or like 
peaches.  Apricots are smaller 
then peaches. The next fruit is an 
avocado. An avocado has a big 

seed in it. Did you know that an avocado is in the 
berry family? 
We just told you about some fruits that we 
know of!!!!

Did You Know...
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T h e   G a m e s
written by Aleko                                                          

" Beyblades are spinning tops originally made in 
Japan. They are basically tops made for fighting 
there are many different types like the Stamina. 
Each set thatʼs a full one comes with a bey blade or 
two and a Stadium. There are also t.v. shows and 
video games for bey blade. The maker of the book is 
Takao Aoki and the maker of the game is Takara 
Tommy.

"

Pokemon is a game where you go on a 
journey to clear the Pokedex. You battle 
gym leaders in some cities and get a gym 
badge. The game ends when you win the 
Pokemon league. In the Pokemon league 
you battle the elite 4 and the champion. 
" To go to the Pokemon league you 
need to get all 8 Pokemon badges. 
Through the game you may catch 
legendary Pokemon like Kyurem, 
Reshiram, Zekrom and a lot more. 
" You battle Team Plasma to save the 
Pokemon. Team Plasma tries to free all 
the Pokemon, but Pokemon are friends. 
They are not animals that need to be 
freed like a tiger. 
" Some Pokemon can only be caught 
at several times. Musharna can be only 
caught on friday in the dream yard. 
Sometimes Pokemon evolve if you level 
up Pokemon. If you battle other Pokemon 
you can level up Pokemon. 
" Pokemon is a really fun game! You 
should try it!

by Ari Yaffe-Inoue

Magic The Gathering is a card game that has been 
around for years. In a way, it is kind of like the game 
Pokemon. 
 There are a lot  of cards in Magic The Gathering 
and lots of sets. There are alot of rules. There are so 
many rules, you will have to find them for yourselves. 
 The different types of cards are land, creatures, 
sorcery, instants, enchantments, and artifacts. The five 
types of land are swamps, plains, islands, mountains, 
and forests. There are also very powerful cards called 
Plainswalkers. When the company who makes magic 
cards releases new sets, they usually release a core 
set, then some expansion packs. The most recent core 
set was the 2014 core set and so far, the expansions 
have been Theros and Born Of the Gods.  Play it! 
You’ll like it!

The Games



  

            Soccer stars is a game that you battle other 
countries with soccer. During the game you could do 
special kicks that speed ups with leaf,fire, tornado, 
or electric. If you lose one game you start over and 
submit score. If you win on all team, you are the 
champion. 

" There are 6 teams to battle, some are strong like the green team. Usually the special kick would 
score a goal but sometimes the goalie can stop the kick! You press z to shoot and x to slide tackle/
pass. You use the arrow keys to move around.
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written by Kantaro

The Games (continued)

Fun  Fun  Fun  Fun  Fu
Jokes!!!
submitted by Catherine Li

Q: What do ducks get after 
they eat ?

              A: A bill!

Q: What is black and white and black and 
white...?

A: A penguin falling down stairs!

Q: Who stole the soap?
A: The robber ducky!

Q: What do you get if you cross a duck with 
fireworks?

A: A firequacker !

Q:What did the spider do on the computer?
A: Made a website!

Q:What is a cats favorite color?
A:Purr-ple!

Q: Why are cats so good at video games?
A: Because they have nine lives!

Recipe 
Homemade 
Smuckers 

Uncrustables
submitted by Alex VanLaven

Ingredients:
• 2 pieces of bread
• Jam/Jelly
• Peanut Butter

Directions
1. Put Jam/Jelly on one piece of bread.
2. Put Peanut Butter on the other piece of bread.
3. Line up pieces of bread as if to make a normal 

sandwich.
4. Take a cup and push into middle of sandwich.
5. Push very, very, hard for 2 minutes.
6. Continuing to push the cup, carefully take away the 

excess bread.
7. Take cup off and make sure bread pieces are stuck 

together.
8. Enjoy!
(Final Product may not look or taste exactly like real 
Smuckers Uncrustables. Sorry.)
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Animals
By :Catherine Li

S P X M K S O I F S T G Y O E 
Y G I I D F D C E J I X A D L 
M C O R P A C S T R W T D Z E 
E I I R B U U H A O F D O L P 
T B Z U F P X F M R P F G M H 
K G S L Y N F G E B U U S F A 
C D Z T B E A R S E X E S R N 
S A A H S I F X H D O S V E T 
F L T M R L V H H S W E S X S 
P L K S P V T O I S J E W J I 
S Y E K N O M E L N G G O Z A 
A L L I G A T O R S V I C Z C 
P N V D C I P G T W S C P W O 
V L Y D W K G E Z F J F Y M I 
N S D Q X F H U Z K P D H U R 

ALLIGATORS
BEARS
BIRDS
CATS
COWS
DOGS

ELEPHANTS
FISH
FROGS
GEESE

GIRAFFES
MICE

MONKEYS
OCTOPUSES

PIGS
PLATYPUSES


